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Troy's got to think fastâ€”if he doesn't want to get banned from the NFL for life.Most people think that

Troy White works for the NFL Atlanta Falcons as a ball boy, but the team knows the truth. Troy is a

"football genius," with the extraordinary ability to predict an opposing team's next moves. With Troy

calling the winning plays, the Falcons are on their way to the playoffs. And thanks to the coaching of

Seth Halloway, the Falcon's star linebacker, and the talents of best friends Nathan and Tate, Troy's

own team is on its way to the junior league football state championships!But then reporter Brent

Peele starts smearing the team. Suddenly, the media storm surrounding Troy threatens not only his

own NFL career, but Seth's and his mother's, too.
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Readers were first introduced to young football player and fan Troy White in the 2007 bestseller

FOOTBALL GENIUS. In the sequel, FOOTBALL CHAMP, author and former NFL player Tim Green

complicates Troy's life with everything professional sports is famous for: concussions, steroids, lies

and trick plays. Like the revival of the wildcat play last season in the NFL, Green's new book about

the perils of being a young football genius provides readers with a great story and terrific suspense



because it's never apparent when the trick play is going to happen. The anticipation keeps fans

glued to every play and readers furious to turn pages in hopes that the next play or the next chapter

will be the sparkling episode that wins the game or finalizes an exciting tale.Green was a star player

in his years with the Atlanta Falcons, and that brilliance carries over into his chapter books for young

readers. Older readers will appreciate his writing about the world of professional sports because of

his insider knowledge, good and bad, of events and circumstances that add sting and flavor to his

stories.Troy is living the dream life of a 12-year-old little league football quarterback with his favorite

Atlanta Falcons player, Seth Halloway, as the coach, his mom Tessa working in public relations for

the Falcons, and Troy himself on the sidelines every Sunday sharing his particular talent with the

Atlanta coaches. Troy's special abilities have to be kept a secret, and his youth makes that a

challenge for him. He's been taught that the truth is always the best choice, but when he makes that

choice and tells shifty sportswriter Brent Peele about how he sends plays to the coaching staff, it

takes a while to straighten things out.
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